
1  Introduction

In recent years, unauthorized access and
viral cyber attacks on business networks,
Internet service providers, and other organiza-
tions have become a serious issue. One of the
most widely employed countermeasures
against such cyber attack attempts via the
Internet is the installation of firewalls and/or
intrusion detection systems (“IDS”), which
monitor such intrusions or attacks and analyze
each such incident. With each passing year,
the manner of unauthorized access and viral
attacks have become more sophisticated and
diverse; accordingly, technology for high-
speed and efficient data processing is required
to carry out real-time analysis of data collect-
ed on traffic, viruses, incidents, and log infor-
mation.

At the same time, the growth of broadband
and high-speed network, such as Gigabit/10-
Gigabit networks, has led to increasingly com-
plex and extensive network infrastructures
used by enterprises and other organizations.

The volume of data passing through the Inter-
net and intranets has also increased dramati-
cally, and we can expect a corresponding sub-
stantial increase in the volume of data that
must be collected for analysis of future unau-
thorized access and viral attacks. It is difficult
to process such large volumes of data in sys-
tems of multiple analytical servers and storage
devices. Accordingly, computer resources will
need to feature sufficiently high computational
performance and large-scale storage domains,
offering high availability and scalability.

This paper investigates the potential of
distributed storage and parallel I/O techniques
as a data platform for efficient and high-speed
processing of large volumes of data in security
incident analysis.

2  Storage architecture

This section will examine the extent to
which storage architectures currently in use
can provide a mechanism for storing such traf-
fic and log data.
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Traditional RAID systems and DAS
(Direct Attached Storage), which are directly
connected to servers via a SCSI interface, had
been commonly used as a storage system.
However, in DAS, since the storage devices
connected to multiple servers are scattered, the
management and operation of storage system
becomes complicated, and it cannot use the
storage capacity of each device effectively.
Later, in response to increasing architectural
scales, storage networking techniques were
developed to enable more efficient data man-
agement. In particular, systems came into pop-
ular use such as the SAN (Storage Area Net-
work) and NAS (Network Attached Storage),
overcoming the shortcomings of DAS through
networking. The SAN is a dedicated high-
speed network connected to a server and mul-
tiple storage devices, permitting effective uti-
lization of disk resources through the integra-
tion of distributed storage. Access to storage is
made via a network employing high-speed and
high-priced Fibre-Channel-based FC protocols
or the inexpensive IP-based iSCSI protocol.
However, SAN does not support file-sharing,
since access to the storage devices takes place
at the block level. Thus, some form of file sys-
tem must be provided in a higher layer to
allow for the handling of files. In contrast,
NAS was developed as a file-level data stor-
age system for the purpose of sharing files
among computers on a network. Since NFS
(Network File System) and CIFS (Common
Internet File System) are used as the file-trans-
fer protocols, file sharing can take place
between different platforms. However, data

access performance of these systems is poor
compared to the block-based SAN.

Recent studies in storage networking have
focused on back-up, recovery, and remote-
mirroring functions in the context of availabil-
ity, as well as high-speed restoration, storage
sharing, and storage virtualization, in the con-
text of efficient management. Additionally,
recent tactics to enhance storage access per-
formance have included the installation of
object-based storage architecture enabling
high-speed data management. In recent years,
distributed grid-based and cluster-based stor-
age architectures with high scalability and I/O
performance have been receiving greater
attention, with the growing importance of
data-intensive processing and applications.
The next section will introduce file systems
and parallel I/O techniques used in high-per-
formance computing.

3  Parallel file system technique in
HPC applications

In HPC (High-Performance Computing)
applications, particularly those requiring sci-
entific computations, the hierarchical structure
enabling parallel I/O consists of an I/O library,
I/O middleware, and a parallel file system［1］.
Figure 1 shows the I/O hierarchical structure
for scientific computations.

A high-level I/O library is provided for
storage and parallel computation of massive
amounts of data. The HDF5 (Hierarchical
Data Format Version 5) is a file-format library
developed by NCSA for storing scientific

Fig.1 I/O hierarchical structure for scientific computations
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data. The netCDF (Network Common Data
Formant) library supports multi-dimensional
data formats and is commonly used in compu-
tational applications in the field of astronomy
and meteorology. The parallel netCDF uses
MPI-IO to support parallel I/O.

On the I/O middleware level, coordinated
operation between multiple processors is car-
ried out to perform I/O processing. The MPI-
IO, a representative example, is a high-speed
I/O performance version of MPI (Message
Passing Interface I/O) for distributed memory
parallel computers.

Below this layer is a parallel file system
enabling high-speed parallel access on the file
level.

3.1  Cluster file system: GPFS, lustre,
and PVFS

Generally, cluster system types consist
mainly of the HA cluster, the load-balancing
cluster, and the HPC cluster. The HA cluster
system improves availability by deployment
of multiple servers in parallel. In the event of
failure in the system, system downtime is min-
imized by redundancy techniques, and high
availability is secured by remote back-up and

mirroring. The load-balancing cluster features
architecture to distribute load in order to mini-
mize access concentration on servers. The
HPC cluster is designed for scientific compu-
tations, with large-scale high-speed calcula-
tions enabled through parallel processing, both
of the data and the processing itself, via distri-
bution to multiple calculation nodes.

In this section we will review the file sys-
tem in existing HPC clusters in an examina-
tion of efficient data management.

Parallel file systems used in HPC clusters
include the GPFS (General Parallel File
System)［2］, Lustre File System［3］［4］, and
PVFS2［5］.

The GPFS is a POSIX-compliant cluster
file system for shared disks developed by
IBM. Figure 2(a) shows an example of cluster
architecture using GPFS. This system may be
used for AIX or Linux clusters and, as storage
architecture, may be applied to shared block
devices such as SAN. The GPFS is a distrib-
uted shared file system offering high-speed
I/O throughput via distributed storage of a sin-
gle file on multiple server disks by file strip-
ing, allowing higher access speeds than avail-
able with NFS. Simultaneous access to a sin-

Fig.2 System configuration example of GPFS and lustre

（a）GPFS （b）Lustre
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gle file is also possible through the use of opti-
mized MPI-IO. Furthermore, even when one
of the GPFS servers is down, the remaining
GPFS servers can take over processing, facili-
tating recovery from failure.

The Lustre File System, on the other hand,
is an open-source distributed shared file sys-
tem developed by Cluster File Systems, Inc.
for Linux and Solaris. Figure 2(b) shows an
example of cluster architecture using the Lus-
tre File System. Lustre may be used on a vari-
ety of networks, and consists of an MDS
(MetaData Server), which manages metadata;
an OST (Object Storage Target), which man-
ages storage of file data; and clients, or nodes.
The metadata is separated from the I/O data
and the file data are stored on each OST by
striping. This structure allows simultaneous
access from multiple clients, while parallel I/O
for large files stored over multiple OSTs is
enabled through MPI-IO. However, failure of
the MDS will prevent access to OST, and so
multiple MDS units should be provided to cre-
ate a redundant architecture. Connection may
fail in the event of concentrated access from
several hundred clients in an I/O node, and so
this parallel file system may be regarded as
placing priority on performance over stability.

In reference［6］, Yu et al. suggested that the

file striping process reduces performance and
have succeeded in improving performance
through split writing and hierarchical striping.

The PVFS2 (Parallel Virtual File Sys-
tem 2), developed by a team based mainly at
Clemson University, is a file-based storage
model suited for open-source clusters. The
PVFS stores file data in local Linux disks by
striping. Communication between nodes is
based on TCP/IP; as a result, the network will
become bottlenecked when handling large vol-
umes of data, preventing scalable performance
in cases of simultaneous access from multiple
applications.

3.2  Grid file system: Gfarm
One of the parallel processing architec-

tures in HPC is grid computing. Sophisticated
grid computing is executed by connecting
multiple computers present on a wide-area
network (WAN). The Gfarm (Grid Datafarm)
developed by Advanced Industrial Science
and Technology (AIST)［7］［8］is a parallel file
system for grids, designed to execute data-
intensive applications using locally distributed
computing and storage resources. Figure 3
shows a Gfarm architecture. Gfarm applica-
tions extend from small- to large-scale PC
clusters, and the system is also designed for

Fig.3 Gfarm architecture
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use in high-speed processing of large-scale
data analysis in a wide-area distributed envi-
ronment. The Gfarm architecture consists of
clients with libgfarm libraries, a metadata
cache server, servers to manage metadata, and
file system nodes that integrate computation
nodes and I/O nodes. High-performance paral-
lel I/O is achieved by striping using the local
I/O of the computation nodes when executing
data-intensive applications. Furthermore, stor-
age of multiple copies of files within the WAN
enables load balancing and provides fault tol-
erance, with clients unaffected by the actual
location of a given file when using the system.
As indicated in reference［7］, experimental
results have revealed NFS-equivalent perfor-
mance in local environments.

4  Distributed file system 
technology

Distributed file systems designed for web
applications that are currently receiving atten-
tion include the GFS (Google File System)［9］,
BigTable［10］, and MapReduce［11］developed
by Google. GFS is a Linux-based distributed
file system, BigTable is a distributed storage
system, and MapReduce is a programming
model that carries out distributed data process-
ing. The GFS consists of three types of ele-
ments: a master that manages the chunk server
location, file name, and lock; multiple chunk
servers for data storage; and clients. Instead of
making use of sophisticated machines, the sys-
tem employs large numbers of inexpensive
hardware components for distributed data stor-
age, resulting in highly redundant data man-
agement to counter failures. This structure
offers improved performance at the cost of
POSIX compliance, and performance remains
limited in R/W operations with small files and
random access. Expectations are high for
MapReduce［10］, which excels in parallel data
processing for large clusters in applications
involving multi-core environments. MapRe-
duce separates large-volume data processing
into a Map task and a Reduce task, distributes
the processing tasks, and executes these tasks

independently. The system has thus facilitated
the description of parallel processing pro-
grams, which may be written as a combination
of tasks. The Map task decomposes and
extracts data, and the Reduce task aggregates
and computes the data and outputs the results.
This structure permits high-speed processing
in multi-core environments, web searching,
and batch processing. Reference［12］ reports
on the implementation of the MapReduce
library for SMP clusters. The open source ver-
sions of GPFS, MapReduce, and BigTable
consist of HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File
System), Hadoop MapReduce, and hBase,
respectively.

5  Conclusions

The expansion of network scale seen in
recent years has necessitated the development
of techniques allowing efficient storage and
high-speed access to large volumes of data in
order to monitor cyber attacks and to perform
incident analysis.

Based on the concept that large-scale data
platforms offering high redundancy and high
scalability are essential for successful security
incident analysis, this paper presented an
investigation of storage architecture, distrib-
uted storage techniques, and parallel I/O tech-
nology from the viewpoint of HPC applica-
tions. In the past, however, the development of
such storage architectures and file systems
were architecture-specific or aimed at applica-
tions in different fields; the effectiveness of
the combined use of these architectures and
systems remains to be seen. A variety of
schemes may be envisioned depending on the
types, volumes, and intended purposes of the
data, and an optimized system must be
designed based on the relevant system require-
ments for security incident analysis. In future
studies, we intend to investigate the shortcom-
ings of existing technologies such as distrib-
uted storage and parallel I/O in terms of secu-
rity applications, and will propose new tech-
niques to complement these technologies.
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